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ABSTRACT: The Kohn variationalmethod isone ofsimplest,and oldest,
techniques for performing scattering calculations. Nevertheless, a number of
formal problems, as well as practical difficulties associated with the computation
of certain required matrix elements, delayed its application to electron-molecule
scattering problems for many years. This paper will describe the recent
theoretical and computational developments that have made the "complex" Kohn
variational method a practical tool for carrying out calculations of low energy
electron-molecule, scattering. .Recent calculations on a number of target
molecules wall also be summarized.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the study of electron-molecule collision processes, increased attention is beingpaid,
by both experimentalists and theoreticians, to small polyatomic targets. With these
systems, the many vibrational degrees of freedom and the opportunities for interaction
between excited electronic surfaces in several dimensions present a challenging
opportunity to study a body of physics far richer, and more complicated, than that
found in diatomic systems. The study of electron-polyatomic molecule scattering,

• • I • °apart from its fundamental theoretical importance, is also arwen by the practlca, need
to develop a better understanding of the physics and chemistry cf the key [_rocesses
that drive low temperature plasmas (Ensslen and Veprek 1987, Capezzuto and Bruno
1988, Veprek and Heintze 1990). For example, the detailed modellin_ of a
chemical-vapor--deposit-lob" process may require many reaction rates involving neutral
radicals and ionic fragments, but the rate determining reactions which initiate this
chemistry frequently involve the electron impact dissociation of a polyatomic molecule,
such as Sill4 or CH4, into neutral fragments. Our understanding of these electron
collision processes has not kept pace with their importance and there is a critical need
for more information about the basic physics underlying processes that are crucial to
the development of emerging technologies.

The ability to confidently predict cross sections for complex electron-molecule
processes requires a formalism that is robust enough to deal with the various
complexities of the problem- the non-spherical nature of the interaction, electron
exchange, target correlations, electron induced polarization - without resorting to
pararnetrization or the use of model potentials. Our approach is based on a completely
ab i_dt.io treatment of the (N+I)-electron time-independent Schroedinger equation.
The treatment of processes such as electronic excitation demands such a fully ab initio
approach. We use an algebraic variational principle, namely the Kohn variational
method (Kohn 1948), in a formulation that includes complex outgoing-wave boundary
conditions. The use of complex boundary conditions i_ l.he trial function has ._hc



profound effect of eliminating a classic pathology of the traditional Kohn method- the
so-called Kohn "anomalies" or spurious resonances (Nesbet 1968, 1969). This idea was
originally used in nuclear physics by Mito and Kamimura (1976), but went largely
unnoticed until it was introduced into atomic and molecular physics several years ago
by Miller and co-workers in the context of reactive heavy-particle scattering (Miller
and Jansen op de Haar 1987, Zhang and Miller 1989).

The development of the complex Kohn method for electron-molecule scattering is the
result of a collaborative effort that haz taken place over the past few years. The '
connection between Miller's original work, the Kohn method and Kapur-Perils theory
was pointed out by McCurdy, l%escigno and Schneider (1987). The essential
formulation of the complex Kohn method for electron scattering- with the elimination
of continuum exchange matrix elements through the use of separable expansions - waz
done in collaboration with B. Schneider at Los Alamos (1Kescigno and Schneider 1988,
Schneider and Ft.escigno 1988). Our initial treatment relied on numerical single-center
expansions and was, for ali practical purposes, limited to linear molecular targets. The
use of adaptive three-dimensional quadrature and the development of a formalism
capable of handling nonlinear polyatomic targets derived from a collaborative effort
between C. W. McCurdy and myself (McCurdy and Rescigno 1989). The
modifications of the complex Kohn formalism that were needed to treat
photoionization and electron scattering by ionic molecular targets were developed by
A.E. Orel and myself (Orel and P_escigno 1990, 13,escigno and Orel 1991). Finally, the
coupling of the complex Kohn formalism to modern electronic methods- a
development that allows us to take full advantage of the heavy arsenal of
computational machinery that has been developed to study the molecular electronic
structure problem - was carried out by Byron Lengsfield at Livermore (Orel et al.
1990, Lengsfield et al. 1991, Lengsfield and P_escigno 1991). This development has
allowed us to explore the use of elaborate correlated target wave functions and to
incorporate the effects of target polarization into our calculations by the efficient
construction of optical potentials from first principles.

2. THEORY

To describe the scattering of low energy electrons, incident in a channel denoted by the
label Po, by an N-electron target molecule, we formulate the problem in body-frame
coordinates within the framework of the fixed-nuclei approximation using an
antisymmetrized trial wave function of the form,

qJP0 = Y,A()(p Fppd),. y, dPO@ . (1) "• # /_
P

where the first sum runs over tile energetically open N-electron target states, denoted
by the normalized functions X, and the operator A antisymmetrizes tile orbital
functions P into the functions X. The functions F are, by construction, orthogonal to
all the orbitals used to build the target functions X. The set {®}are square-integrable
(N+l)--electron terms used to relax any constraints imposed by the orthogonality
requirement placed on F and to represent polarization and correlation effects not
included in the first summation. The symbol P is being used to label ali the quantum
numbers needed to represent a physical state of the composite system, le. the internal
state of the target molecule as well as the energy and orbital angular momentum of the
scattered electron.

In the complex t<ohn method, the channel continuum functions, F, are further
expanded as:



Fpp0(_ ) = _[ f_(r)5,, 6 Sr, r, "4"T,P ,P_ gIt(r)] Y/m(')/rr +"0 mm0-10 ,m,0,,,0 _ c,,F°t°_, (_) (2)
y r [

lm

where Y tm is a normalized spherical harmonic, the t0k are a set of square--integrable
functions, and the functions {f} and (g} are linearly independent continuum orbitals
which are regular at the origin and, in the case of neutral targets, behave
asymptotically as regular and complex, outgoing Riccati-Bessel functions, respectively.
To treat ionic targets, the functions {f) and {g} may be modified to incorporate
Coulomb boundary conditions (Orel et al. 1990). The coefficients fT] are elements of
the T-matrix and are the fundamental dynamical quantities that determine scattering
amplitudes and cross sections.

Electron scattering cross sections can be expressed solely in terms of the T-matrix
elements which, in turn, are extracted from the open--channel part of the wave
function. The correlation functions ® can be formally incorporated into an effective
optical potential. This is accomplished in standard fashion by using Feshbach (1958,
1962) partitioning with operators P and Q that proiect onto the open-and
closed-channel subspaces, respectively. P_ satisfies a Schroedinger equation with the
effective Hamiltonian:

Heft = Hpp + HpQ (n- HQQ) -1 HQp (3)

In calculations which include the effect of closed channels, the set of Q-space
configurations can become quite large. The optical potential formulation allows one to
use bound-state molecular structure methods to treat the Q--space portion of the
problem very efficiently and to divorce this part of the calculation from the rest of the
problem.

The T-matrix can be characterized as the stationary value of the Kohn functional:

TFF° =T PP°-2_P_ ( -E)P_ (4)s t at lr" Heft F0

The variation is carried out by substituting the trial wave function into Eq. (4) and
requiring the derivatives with'respect to the linear trial coefficients to be zero. The
result is a set of linear equations for the stationary T-matrix elements. In a condensed
matrix notation, in which channel indices are sup}essed, the result can be written:

,.-,.

[Tstat ] -2( Moo _i0q _1= . Mqq Mqo ) , (5)

where M = Hell-E, 0 refers to A(Xp fP y/m) and q refers to the space spanned by

.4(Xp gPf yEm) and A(XF p_.). Because of the outgoing-wave behavior of the
functions {g}, the matrix Mqq is complex symmetric and thus its inverse will enerallv
be non-singuiar for real ener-gies. This result is in marked contrast to the traditional"
Kohn method where a real Hermitian matrix is inverted.

The efficacy of this approach hinges on the ease with which the required Hamiltonian
matrix elei{_ents can be assembled. Matrix elements involving only bound functions
can be evaluated using the standard techniques of bound-state molecular electronic
structure theory. The matrix elements involving continuum (Bessel or Coulomb)
functions are more problematic, and the principal difficulty of anv molecular scattering
calculation is their evaluation. There are two critical steps in m_ing this problem



tractable for molecules. The first practical step is to reformulate the entire procedure

in terms of mutually orthogonal bound and continuu/n functions. This can be done
quite rigorously and follows from a property of the Kohn principle called transfer
invariance (Nesbet 1980), which is just a fancy way of saying that the T-matrix is
unchanged by any unitary transformation between the functions { 99}and the
continuum functions {f} and {g} of tgq. (2). This reformulation is especially useful
since it allows us to eliminate the entire class of'bound-free' and 'free-free' exchange
matrix elements (Fl,escigno and Schneider 1988). This is accomplished by invoking a
separable represention of ali exchange operators in terms of the same square-intergable
basis to which the continuum functions have been orthogonalized. If an optical
potential is used, it too is treated in separable form. I will give no further details
about the use of separable approximations here because it has been discussed in detail
elsewhere (rescigno and Orel 1981a, 1981b, Schneider and Collins 1981, ttescigno and
Schneider 1988). The only remaining matrix elements involving continuum functions
are "direct". Thus the second step in rendering the molecular problem tractable is to
devise an efficient numerical scheme for evaluating these intergals.

• . .

g
because single-center expansions can converge quite slowly for polyatomic targets. We
evaluate the three-dimensional integrals directly using a novel quadrature scheme
(McCurdy and Rescigno 1989). The key to making this quadrature practical is to
make it adaptive so that points are clustered with nearly spherical symmetry around
each nucleus while the points at large distances from the molecule are arranged with
spherical symmetry around its center. We accomplish this by starting with a
quadrature consisting of shells of points around the center of the molecule which we
can construct from standard Gauss quadrature points and weights. We then transform
these points under a mapping that rearranges the points anound each nucleus but
leaves the distant points unchanged. The mapping is analytic, so that knowing the
Jacobian gives us the appropriate quadrature weights and lets us evaluate the integrals
m our new coordinates.

The formulation of the variational method I have just outlined allows for considerable
flexibility in the choice of continuum basis functions, because it does not rely on any
particular analytic techniques for evaluating the required bound-free and free-free
integrals. Pot example, the "traditional" choice for the continuum basis functions is to
use Riccati-Bessel (or, for ionic targets, Coulomb) functions.regularized at r=0 by a
simple exponential cut.off. We have recently shown (Rescigno and Orel 1991) that a
better choice for the 6utgdihg wave function is (for neutral targets, with an obvious
generalization for ionic targets):

gr(r)= f dr'/.f j;(kr') w(r') dr' (6)

where w is an arbitrary square-integral)le function, if is the regular Riccati-Bessel

function and G is the free-particle Gr.en function defined here as,

(._ = jg(kr<)[-n_(kr>) + ijg(kr>)] (7)

It is simple to show that the function defined in Eq. (6) is a pure outgoi_,g wave at
large r. 'Phese dynamically prepared functions, which can be thought of a.s the first
Born approximation to the wave funclion for s<.mmmodel pre,biota, turn out tc_ht:.quile
ea.sy to general,': and remove the s,nsitivitx: tv the cutoff fuil,:tion that can be a



problem with the traditional choice,

30 Because the complex Kohn
_" method is based on a
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where it is essential to use

Pig.1 Total cross sections for e +CH 4 multi--configuration target

states to obtain accurate results (Orel et al. 1990). The use of

correlated target states does, however, introduce a new set of formal difficulties when
one tries to extend the calculations into the intermediate energy range. The problem,
which is common to most close-coupling methods, is that in improving the description
of the target states explicitly included, one begins to indirectly describe other excited
states which have not been explicitly included and this can lead to pseudo-resonances.
We have recently devised an approximation scheme (Lengsfield and Rescigno 1991)
which allows us to systematically isolate and eliminate the terms that give rise to the
spurious behavior. I will also illustrate this below.

3. EXAMPLES

3.1 Low Energy Electron Scattering by CH4, Sill 4 and C2H 4

Complex Kohn calculations have been carried out on a number of closed--shell

polyatomic molecules. Our goal was to develop a type of trial wave function that gives
accurate elastic, differential and momentum transfer cross sections over an energy
range from a few tenths of an electron volt - the vicinity of the Ramsauer-Townsend
(FLT) minimum _.through tile shape resonance region below the first excited electronic
threshold. To ac hiev'e.this, we need a scattering function that balances short and long
range interactions, since the R,T effect is the result of a cancellation of a long-range
polarization interaction and a short-range repulsion. It is well known that
polarization of the electron cloud leads to a breakdown of the static-exchange
approximation below a few electron volts even for a molecule as simple as H2. The
type of trial function we have used is based on a polarized-SCF target wave function.
In this approach, the target ground state is described by a SCF wave function and
closed--channel functions are generated by singly exciting the occupied target orbitals
into a set of virtual orbitals. The P-space portion of the (N+l)--electron wave
function consists of the static-exchange terms formed from the direct product of the
SCF target, function and orbitals used to describe tile scattered electron. The
cornplementary Q--space consists of configuration state functions formed from the
direct product of a scattering orbital and a closed--channel target function. In order to
achieve a compact representation of the total wave function, only a subset of the
virtual orbital space, the polarized virtual orbitals, is used to construct tile



closed--channel target states. These polarized orbitals, as we have shown elsewhere
(Lengsfield et al. 1991), can be constructed by diagonalizing the matrix

<4i I#k I I I ¢ j > (8)
Pij = ) 5l n ] n

where/_ is the dipole operator, n refers to the SCF orbital that is being polarized, the
virtual orbitals denoted by i

,..oo _ and j are eigenvectors of a
V(N-1) Fock operator, mad e

o.oo ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, _ is an orbital energy. The useof polarized orbitals provides a

oo,o the total wave function ( there
_" are at most three polarized
oE orbitals for each occupied

,o _.oo, _ / _ _'"_ orbital); we have also found
7_ V -- _oh.+8o,n this prescription to provide a
g _ ..................................... good balance between the

long-range and short--range
o_ - Kohn+ So,. interactions in these types of
o problems,- Zx Experimenf •
0 2
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Figure 1 compares total cross
sections we have recently

g , .c_--_^ obtained for methane using

_ _._._" the complex Kohn method
" " (Lengsfield et al. 1991) with

o experiment. The experimental

' ............................. points in the 3-10 eV dge
o 3o . 6o 9o 12o 1_ _so raJl

" are those of bohmann anAngle (degrees)

Buckman (1986). The inset to
Pig. 2 Differential cross sections for Pig. 1 shows the cross section
CH 4 at .5 (upper) and 3.0 eV (lower). in the region of the

Ramsauer-Townsend minimum. The low-energy measurements are those of Sohn et
al. (1986). The agreement is

120 lo.o. . . seen to be quite good. Fig. 2

a 7.s! _ compares the differentia] cross

100 .. -.,-'-, 5.o sections we obtained at .5 and
" '. ;_-.-'.- 2.5 ', 3.0 eV with the experimental

E )% "" , , ,-'-" ,-. o.o """ J results of Sohn et ai. (1986).
,: ",,, 0.o o._ o.6 o.9 These are the first ab initio(..) '1' 'b 'b ", _,t, C " _-

__ 60 , _ -_:.... calculations on this system to
b ] _'_""'_ "--'--- achieve this kind of accuracy.
"- 4 / .... . ..... .o

40 _'// a. Yuan (1989) ....

•;;,// b. Jain el= al. (1987) The same treatment has been
20 2,"// c. Sun et al. (1991) applied to the e + Sill4 system

0 _ , , d: Wan e,t al" (,198,9) with comparable success (Sunet al. 1991). Fig. 3 shows the.
o 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 a 9 0 results obtained for the total

e(_v) cross section, along with the
experimental results of Wan et

Fig. 3 Total cross sections for e+Sitt4 al. (1989) and the model



t ° ,po ent_al results of Jaln et al. (198t) and Yuan (1989). Although the complex Kohn
results are, of the theoretical results, in closest agreement with experiment, they

evidently over estimate the
Incident Energy In eV CROSS section at the resonance

,o maximum. Discrepancies in

ct(a02 ) this energy range are even: more pronounced in the
-_o- momentum transfer cross

_ section. For a large target like; _ silane, which has low--lying
_°- unoccupied d---orbitals, the use

of a SCF target wave function
,0- may not be adequate to

, : achieve quantitative cross
sections in the vicinity of the

o _ d-wa.ve shape resonance.
o.o o._ 0:2 o:a oi_ 0:5 0:6 0.7 0.8

FIG4 -_A._partial integrated cross section for e--C_,H_ Recent complex Kohn
scattering, calculations by Schneider et

al. (1991) on low--energy
electron- ethylene (C2H4)
scattering were significantly

" the first ab initio calculations
* to confirm the existence of a

E ,2 ,. '" .......... Ramsauer-Townsend

o .:/*"" _ minimum in a molecule that

c. ,//o'"-.._ possesses atpermanent
,o- o /,//o o quadrupole moment.

e_ ' ,,,7,,/ oo Although there was some
8- ,., • ,,;;z° experimental evidence to

_o suggest this finding (Boness et
_. o __ _o,, ,_o_._ M. 1967), there was

:_ ': "¢_o,.*, o, considerable reluctance among
o o '* _°'°" °'" i li pt thio ,,,,o.o exper menta sts to acce s

' .... data as fact. Fig. 4 shows theo _ , _ , ,'o ,'2 ,', ,'_ ,'_ _'o
2A (s-wave) component of

Electronenorgy(eV) thegtotal cross section we have
Fig. 5 e + NH3 momentum transfer cross obtained from our variational

sections calculations including
polarization. The deep minimum near 200 meV is characteristic of the
Ramsauer-Townsend effect seen in other atoms and molecules.

3.2 Elastic Scattering from Polar Polatomics: e- + NH3

Low energy electron scattering by a molecule that possesses a permanent dipole
moment is dominated by the long-range dipolar field of the target. It is well known
that many partial waves must be included to obtain converged cross sections.
However, it not necessary to carry out elaborate calculations to obtain all the
necessary contributions, since the weakly scattered, high partial wave components of
the T-matrix are well represented in the first Born" approximation with the asymptotic
potential

= t, - (9)
17 2



Another problem with polar targets is related to the frame in which the calculations
are performed. Body--frame, fixed-nuclei calculations which ignore the rotational
motion of the target molecule give differential cross sections that diverge in the
forward direction and, consequently, infinite total cross sections. This is again related
to the slow fall off of the large/-components of the T-matrix for a fixed dipole
pot.en_tiM. Norcross and Padial (1982) have suggested a hybrid treatment which they
call the Multipole Extracted Adiabatic Nuclei (MEAN) approximation. The idea is to
add and subtract the Born approximation to the expression for the cross section"

Born
o=o" +A(r

(lO)

= cr _ __ q,Born ')t3o.,+ li Ttel2 I-tr, !- •

The first term is the full Born cross section and is evaluated in a framework that
includes the rotational motion (Crawford et al. 1967). The second sum, which contains
the dynamically important low I terms, converges very rapidly and is evaluated using
the fixed-nuclei approximation.

Implementations of the hybrid treatment outlined above have largely been limited to
linear rotors. We have carried out complex Kohn calculations on e- + NH_ using a
modification of the above formalism (Parker et al. 1991). Por a symmetric top
molecule like ammonia, it is still not possible to obtain finite total cross sections since
the Born approximation in this case diverges, even when proper allowance for rotation
is included (Crawford 1967). The momentum transfer cross section is, however, well
defined. We used the complex Kohn method to obtain T-matrix elements for values
of l,P _(6 in the static--exchange approximation. One does not expect polarization
effects to be terribly important in a system like this where many partial waves
contribute, even at low collision energies. In computing differential and momentum
transfer cross sections, we did use Born closure to include the high l contributions.
However, unlike other investigators who have applied the analogue of Eq. (10) to the
differential cross section, we found that this procedure is more properly applied to the
scattering[ amplitude itself. Pig. 5 shows our results for the momentum transfer cross
section, along with the theoretmal results of Pritchard.Lima and McKoy (1989), Jain
and Thompson (1983), and the suggested values of Itikawa (19t4). The theoretical
results are in reasonably t_ood accord, although the previous theoretical studies did not
azcount for the high partial wave contribution. This is most evident at energies below
4eV.

3.3 e- + H2CO" R esoha0t Vibrational and Electronic Excitation

H2CO _- 0.200
30.0 0 = 90" _.

I ? %_o0, o---2 -_ ii/_: o

/? A '"<_ lo._ == 2v 2 o

o 300 '

i0c, " _ 0.000 ..................... -_......
1 0 60 120 80

_s ..... -_ SCAT'fERING ANGLE (deg)
O 3 'L,3 2._ 1.9 2 L 3.0

Colhsion energy (e_,."1 Collision energy (eV)

FIG. ] l),llcfeatml ('ross se(:hons t-o[ elccllon m_pacl o,c=ta-

FIG. 6 Comparison of calculated vibrational excitation cross tion of formaldehyde al 5 eV. Upper curve. 'A t _.4-* 3; lower

sections (left) wilh experimental excitation functions of Bcnoit c,J,Ve',4 'I * A,

and Abouaf



Fornlaldehyde wzt.sone of tile first polyatomic nlolecules to be studied usiltg tile
complex Kohn technique (Rescigno et al. 1989). Calculations carrid out at the
equilibrium geometry of the tar:get revealed a shape, resonance in 2BI symmetry near 1
eV. These calculations indudedan optical potential to account {or the effects of target
distortion. Static-exchange_ calculations placed the resonance too high in energy and
with too broad a width. These results have recently been extended to account for the
effects of nuclear motion (Schneider et al. 1990). Because the experimental energy loss
spectrum shows that scattering near 1 eV strongly favors excitation of the v2 mode
(.CO stretch), we carried out additional calculations for different values of the CO bond
distance. The resonance parameters extracted from these calculations were used in a
simple one-dimensional boomering model to compute resonant vibrational excitation
cross sections. The results of this study are shown in Pig. 6 and are found to display

. vibrational substructure in reasonable agreement with the measurements of Benoit and
Abouaf (1986).

We have also calculated cross sections for electronic excitation of H2CO (Rescigno et
al. 1990), the first ab iuitio treatment of electronic excitation in a polyatomic molecule
to be reported. Three state close-coupling calculations were carried out which
included the ground IAt state and the two lowest l,_A9 states. Simple,
single-configuration wave functions were employed for the target states. The
differential excitation cross sections we obtained at 5 eV are shown in Fig. 7. As of
this writing, there are no experimental measurements available for comparison. Our
calculated tAi -_ 3A2 cross sections were found to be small near 00 and 180o over the
entire energy range we considered (5--20 eV). This finding is suggestive, as
formaldehyde is isoelectronic with 02, of a selection rule that explains this behavior for
the analogous type of transition in a linear molecule (Cartwright et al. 1971).

3.4 Correlated Target Wave functions and Intermediate Collision t_nergies

In many of the studies I have described, it was important to include correlation in the
(N+l)-electron system to account for t_rget distortion and polarization. This was
achieved by constructing optical potentials. The inclusion of correlation in the
N-electron target states themselves is a more difficult problem and requires special
consideration. Our initial efforts in this area have so far been restricted to a few
diatomic molecules, but additional studies are underway.

There are instances were we have found it absolutely essential to use
multi-configuration target states. The e- + N2* system was such a case (Orel et al.
1990). An accurate description of excitation from the ground state to the optically
allowed B-state requires target wave functions that give the correct value for the
dipole transition moment We found that we could not abtain a reasonable value for
the X-_B transition moment with single---configur_tion wave functions, no matter how

. the molecular orbitats'_vere chosen. By using state-averaged natural orbitals, we were
able to construct compact, accurate target states and obtain excitation cross sections
in excellent ,:_greernent with the most recent experiments on this system.

There are formal difficulties that arise when one attempts to carry out close---coupling
calculations with correlated target states at intermediate energies. To simplify the
formulation of the collision problem, the scattering orbitals are generally kept
orthogonal to the set of orbitals from which the target states are built. To relax any
unphysical orthogonality constraints, appropriate (N+ 1)--electron correlation terms,
which are constructed from the target orbitals, are introduced into the trial wave
function and their coefficients determined variationally. As more elaborate
multi---configuration target states are used, the number of (N+l)--electron correlation
terms grows correspondingly.. Because these terms are allowed to fr__.lve'vary, they can
begin to represent excited states not explicitly included in the open-<:h'allnel space.



The sig_lature of this problem is a.plethora of resonances near tile thresholds of these
pseudo-states. We have recently shown how to alleviate this problem by contracting
tile correlation terms in a way consistent with the target states being used and still
relax the orthogonality constraints properly (Lengsfield and B,escigno 1991). The
technique was illustrated with extensive calculations on the e- + F2 system.
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